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About Informatica  

Digital transformation changes expectations: better service, faster delivery, with less cost.  
Businesses must transform to stay relevant and data holds the answers.
 
As the world’s leader in Enterprise Cloud Data Management, we’re prepared to help you intelligently 
lead—in any sector, category or niche. Informatica provides you with the foresight to become more  
agile, realize new growth opportunities or create new inventions. With 100% focus on everything data, 
we offer the versatility needed to succeed.
 
We invite you to explore all that Informatica has to offer—and unleash the power of data to drive your 
next intelligent disruption.
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Modernization Is Imperative. But What’s the Best Path?

A recent study by Deloitte1  identified two coinciding trends that together represent the “most 

dramatic changes in contemporary information technology architectures.” 

Those two trends: data modernization and moving to the cloud. These trends are only 

accelerating. More than half (54%) of enterprises2 have already migrated on-premises applications 

to the cloud. Almost every IT executive surveyed (92%) said that their IT environment—including 

infrastructure, applications, data, and analytics—now depends on the cloud. 

As part of your cloud modernization initiatives, you’re moving from legacy databases and on-

premises data warehouses to modern cloud data warehouses, such as those offered by Amazon 

Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Snowflake. Now is the time to modernize your 

data management so that you’re able to accelerate time to value, increase ROI, and reduce risk. 

According to another recent study,3  data integration tools are the most-used technology for 

modernizing data warehouses. But which integration tools will provide the fastest time to value 

and lasting ROI for the investments you’re making in the cloud? 

As an Informatica® PowerCenter® customer, you know the benefits of having a metadata-driven 

integration platform capable of seamlessly integrating data so you can deliver it to the business 

without any hand coding. Now, as you modernize your on-premises data warehouses and migrate 

them to the cloud, it’s time to also move from PowerCenter to Informatica Intelligent Cloud 

Services℠ (IICS), the industry’s most comprehensive, cloud-native, microservices-based,  

API-driven, and AI-powered enterprise cloud data management platform.

In this white paper, you’ll learn about the challenges you face in migrating from an on-premises 

to a cloud data warehouse. We lay out your choices for migration and how to address these 

challenges. Then we’ll make our case that the fastest and most cost-effective way to modernize 

your data warehouse is to move from PowerCenter to IICS. 

Making the Move: Key Migration Challenges
Increased cost and complexity pose real pitfalls to modernization, thanks to ever-growing 

data volumes, siloed data sources, failure to apply data quality and governance, lack of 

operationalization, manual data pipeline maintenance, the need to keep up with rapidly changing 

technologies, and a scarcity of resources. 

In fact, 87% of data science initiatives fail.4 And according to Boston Consulting Group, 70% of 

organizations seeking digital transformation won’t reach their goals.5 

From speaking with our customers, we have observed three especially urgent challenges that 

businesses face when migrating their data warehouses: the cost of delay, lack of data governance 

and quality, and difficulty leveraging existing investments. 
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Challenge 1: The cost of delay

It’s an unfortunate fact that the longer you take to complete your data warehouse migration, the 

more it will cost you. It’s not unusual for the maintenance cost alone of a large enterprise data 

warehouse to be more than $1 million annually. If a migration goes on for two-and-a-half years, 

that’s $2.5 million to add to the bill. 

Here are some of the cost components that accrue as more time passes:

• Software licensing fees for your legacy data warehouse 

• Maintenance cost for your software

• Maintenance cost for hardware

• Upgrade costs (and disruption)

• Repository licensing fees

• Maintenance cost for repository

• Ongoing operational costs (labor, energy, and more)

Because of this, you want to choose data integration and other tools that speed time-to-value. 

Otherwise, costs can spiral out of control.

Challenge 2: Lack of data governance and quality 

Companies have invested tens of millions of dollars into data warehouses and data marts over the 

years. Today, petabytes of data are spread across these systems, data is often siloed in various 

source systems and applications, and multi-cloud and multi-hybrid environments create additional 

complexity. Without enterprise data governance and quality, modernization initiatives struggle to 

deliver trusted data. 

How important is it that your data is trusted? More than three-quarters (76%) of CFOs agree that 

without one version of the truth, they will struggle to meet their business objectives.6  

Delivering trusted data is challenging, for a number of reasons:

• Accelerating cloud adoption—more than eight in 10 (84%) organizations7 have an average  

of 3.4 clouds and are planning 1.5 more. This means data is more fragmented than ever before. 

You need to be able to access all this data and get it into your cloud data warehouse.

• Privacy regulations—Only 57% of organizations8 know where personal and sensitive 

data is stored. 

• Data quality is problematic—A full 60% of organizations9 are challenged by data quality 

and complexity.

• Data governance efforts are not scaling—According to Gartner, “Through 2022, only 20% 

of organizations investing in information governance will succeed in scaling governance 

for digital business.”10  

• Data democratization is going slowly—Only 25% of employees11 feel fully prepared to 

use data effectively.

6  Accenture, “From Bottom Line to Front Line” 
7  Flexera, State of the Cloud Report
8  IDC, Data Integration and Integrity End User Survey, 2019 
9  Ibid.
10 Gartner, “The State of Data and Analytics Governance is Worse Than You Think,” Saul Judah, Andrew White, 

19 June 2020 Accenture, “Data is the new capital” 2020 5



For various reasons, you may choose not to move all your data over to the cloud data  

warehouse. You shift only the data that’s necessary to support your business objectives.  

This is actually an opportunity to do some housecleaning, to ensure that data is clean,  

consistent, that it will comply with regulatory and industry governance standards, and that,  

above all, it will be trusted by your users. 

You have to decide: What data should I migrate to the new cloud data warehouse? What data 

can I retire? Is there sensitive data I need to mask or restrict access to? Can—and should I—clean 

up any data before moving to the cloud? All these questions must be asked as part of your data 

warehouse modernization initiative. 

Challenge 3: Difficulty leveraging existing investments

Here is where you have to consider all the data integration pipelines as well as the extract, 

transform, and load (ETL) and extract, load, and transform (ELT) logic that feeds your on-

premises data warehouse. 

In most enterprises, ETL mappings have been built over years, even decades and may easily 

number in the thousands. These mappings represent a significant investment—both in time and 

money. For best results, you should reuse as much as possible instead of starting from scratch. 

Using a data integration tool that enables you to reuse mappings and operationalize data 

integration pipelines through automation can significantly accelerate your time to value. You’ll be 

able to move data into your new cloud data warehouse much faster. And, once you’ve migrated 

data, you’ll have the foundation for more effective cloud data management. 

Three Migration Choices: How Do They Stack Up?
Given these challenges, you have three options for migrating your data. You can build everything 

from scratch. You can “repoint” using PowerCenter. Or you can automate the modernization of 

PowerCenter to Informatica’s cloud-native platform (IICS). 

Choice 1: Build from scratch

This is a non-starter, for obvious reasons. If you had to manually build all the data mappings and 

rebuild all the ETL/ELT logic, your project could be delayed by years, costing your department 

millions and depriving your business of the insights—and the agility—they were counting on from 

the new data warehouse in the cloud. Then you would need to redirect your pipelines to the new 

data warehouse to populate it. The waste of time—and the mounting costs—should make it clear 

that the last thing you want to do is rebuild and retest all your data integration ETL/ELT logic for 

the new, modern, cloud-based world. 

Choice 2: Repoint PowerCenter

This option might seem attractive at first. Many enterprises that depend on PowerCenter believe 

they can continue to use it for their cloud migrations. Why not just repoint their on-premises 

legacy data mappings or pipelines to Snowflake, Amazon Redshift, Azure Synapse Analytics, 

Google BigQuery, or whatever cloud data warehouse they wanted? 
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At first glance, it appears simple, and even logical, but there are challenges to going in this 

direction, and ultimately it will be very costly. Not as costly as building from scratch, but costing 

more than it needs to. There are three primary reasons why.

• Managing upgrades—The cloud data warehouse market is undergoing major changes 

with vendors rapidly adding new features to improve performance, increase elasticity, add 

compression techniques. For the connectors to stay up-to-date, you would have to frequently 

upgrade your PowerCenter environment to take advantage of new innovations. IICS is more 

agile and the frequent release cycles support quick adoption of new features without expensive, 

time-consuming upgrades. As a result, you can adopt new cloud data warehouse features soon 

after the vendor releases them.  

• More than just a connector swap—You might think that all you need to do is swap out the 

connector to flow a data pipeline into your cloud data warehouse, but the reality is you need ten 

other key capabilities to do this:

• Connectivity optimized for cloud data warehouses, which are primarily API based

• Database pushdown optimization and advanced pushdown optimization for loading data 

from your cloud data lake to your cloud data warehouse with transformations.  Modern 

pushdown optimization involves SQL+ and Non-SQL grammar.

• Mass ingestion from databases, files, applications, and streaming sources

• Support for data lake cloud storage, such as Amazon S3, Microsoft ADLS, Google Cloud 

Storage, etc. Loading data involves an “upload and copy in parallel” paradigm, with cloud 

storage layer.

• Hierarchical datatype support for JSON, Parquet, Avro, ORC types

• Change data capture (CDC) to cloud data warehouses

• Elastic, advanced serverless processing

• Broad metadata-aware connectivity including PaaS, middleware, SaaS, APIs,  

and on-premises

• Highly scalable distributed processing via Spark

• Partitioned reads and writes for data lakes 

• The cost of ingress and egress—Many cloud vendors charge customers for data extractions.  

There is expense associated with moving data into and out of systems. It is therefore best to 

rearchitect and recode a percentage of mappings to avoid these associated “ingress/egress” 

costs. One customer consumed 4X their expected Snowflake credits due to data movement 

between systems. Ingress/egress costs can be significantly reduced by using pushdown 

optimization to the cloud data warehouse, which is only available with IICS.   

In summary, repointing PowerCenter is not a good option for cloud data warehouse 

modernization because:

1. It can result in migration project cost overruns and higher production costs

2. It is not modernized and is difficult to optimize for performance and cost efficiency

3. It can result in more development time, less productivity, and slower time to value

4. It is difficult and slow to change code, is not agile, and requires more maintenance overhead

5. It is higher risk, requires more workarounds, more coding, more upgrades, and is more brittle
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Choice 3: Automate the modernization of PowerCenter to Informatica’s cloud-native 

platform (IICS)

The data traveling across your hybrid, multi-cloud, and on-premises systems must be seamlessly 

connected, managed, trusted, and secured. As an existing PowerCenter customer, you have  

not only invested in the industry’s leading enterprise data management solutions, but you also 

chose a strategic partner—Informatica—committed to your success as you make the transition 

to the cloud.

Informatica provides a cloud-native cloud data warehouse modernization solution for our 

PowerCenter customers. It is the fastest path to data warehouse modernization while 

significantly lowering cost and risk. Informatica’s Cloud Data Warehouse Modernization for 

PowerCenter (CDWM4PC) solution includes: 

• Industry’s leading iPaaS—Informatica Intelligent Cloud Services (IICS) provides the agility 

and scale necessary for modern analytics. IICS includes cloud-native mass ingestion, data 

integration, data quality, and more. Consumption-based pricing allows you to set your own 

priorities and rapidly onboard new capabilities to meet changing business needs. 

• Migration Factory—Unmatched automation to migrate PowerCenter mappings to cloud-native 

IICS. Automation enables the lowest cost, fastest speed, and highest reliability. Automated 

code generation reduces errors and leads to higher quality mappings with fewer development 

resources. Assessing the project scope is also automated, therefore there is less scope creep 

and fewer unexpected costs. 

• Financial incentives--Informatica is investing in your success by offering a number of 

incentives. As the PowerCenter vendor, we are the only company that can do this.

• Services—As the solution provider for both PowerCenter and IICS, Informatica has unique 

expertise. Our services are designed to leverage the automation in the Migration Factory, so you 

have the fastest, most economical path to modernization.

The Informatica Advantage
Informatica overcomes the challenges of your data migration and data warehouse 

modernization initiatives. 

Easily Move, Cleanse, and Govern Your Data 

Informatica’s industry-leading data cataloging, data lineage, data quality, and data governance 

solutions help you make important decisions about which data to move and enable you to 

cleanse and govern it to meet your quality standards. 

Automatically Transform PowerCenter Integrations

Informatica’s Migration Factory automatically converts PowerCenter mappings to IICS. 

Only Informatica has a sufficiently deep level of understanding about your data integration 

environments to intelligently assess the migration impact and reliably do the conversion.

The Migration Factory reduces time by providing an inventory of PowerCenter mappings, 

automation of mapping conversions, and automation of associated functions. Plus, it includes 
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unit testing. This results in faster migration delivery timescales and faster end solution benefits.

Because the Migration Factory significantly reduces the time to convert PowerCenter mappings 

to IICS mappings that feed your new cloud data warehouse, you can retire workloads from your 

on-premises data warehouse sooner, potentially saving millions.

In addition to these savings, the Migration Factory reduces costs by requiring fewer human 

resources to do the conversions. Automating mapping conversion reduces potential rework, and 

the migration assessment utilities provide a clear scope of what’s entailed to complete the job.  

The results include lower resource labor cost, cost-avoidance savings associated with rework, 

and reduced costs associated with changes in work scope.

 

Successful Migration of a Large Global Manufacturer

One Informatica customer, a large global manufacturer, had been using PowerCenter 

for 15 years and has 18,000 mappings. The Migration Factory automated 80% of the 

conversion, resulting in savings of $5.5 million in mapping conversion. In parallel to the 

automated mapping conversion, data from the Netezza enterprise data warehouse  

was migrated to the cloud data warehouse using IICS. This resulted in a savings of $1 

million annually. 

Other savings amounted to approximately $875,000 each year:

• Upgrades, maintenance, and operations—as a hosted service, IICS automatically   

 handles upgrades and all infrastructure and software maintenance and support

• Cloud service provider (CSP) savings—IICS does the heavy lifting, saving CSP 

 (e.g., Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud Platform) costs related 

 to server utilization and data ingress/egress 

• PowerCenter savings—Informatica will cover the costs of PowerCenter maintenance 

 for two years
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Benefits of Modernizing to IICS
The value of modernizing to IICS, the modern iPaaS powered by Informatica’s metadata-driven 

CLAIRE® AI engine, includes greater agility, better performance, reduced cost, and reduced risk. 

Organizations that modernize to IICS are assured that the data pipelines feeding their cloud data 

warehouses are optimized for performance and scalability. There are the additional benefits of 

having accelerated your migration to the cloud. Your technical debt is reset to zero and you have 

in place a modern, intelligent, cloud-native data management platform that positions you for 

future success.

You may have thought that PowerCenter repointing would be a quick way to repurpose 

PowerCenter mappings. In fact, several manual and time-intensive activities make the conversion 

10 times slower than using the automated Migration Factory. However, the biggest problem with 

repointing PowerCenter is not that it takes 10x longer, but at the end of the conversion process 

you have reached a dead end with suboptimal mappings (this becomes throw-away work once 

you do decide to modernize) and software that requires frequent upgrades. Most organizations 

that go down the PowerCenter repointing path end up starting over with IICS as they approach or 

reach this dead end. In addition to data validation, performance tuning, optimization, and testing, 

other activities associated with PowerCenter repointing include:

• Additional PowerCenter admin setup for cloud-hosted and/or on-premises hybrid

• Repointing PowerCenter mappings to cloud storage and/or your cloud data warehouse.  

This is a large manual effort despite attempts at automation by third parties.

• Building PowerCenter connectors to cloud storage compressed file format and target cloud 

data warehouse. Connector interactions are different and drop-in replacement does not work; 

therefore, significant retraining and rework is required.

• Building mappings from cloud storage to your cloud data warehouse. Modern semi-structured 

and hierarchical data types are not supported in PowerCenter to work with cloud data 

warehouses and data lakes. Modern file type support is not available (e.g., Parquet, JSON, Avro, 

ORC). Vendors recommend using these for data lakes and intermediate storage.

• Rearchitecting and recoding a percentage of mappings to avoid “ingress/egress” costs

• Rearchitecting and recoding a percentage of mappings to improve performance due to 

additional network traffic. Tasks are largely based on a single runtime, which is external to the 

cloud vendor’s environment.

• Rearchitecting and recoding a percentage of mappings for mass ingestion and CDC. 

PowerCenter does not support peripheral connectivity around cloud data warehouse endpoints 

to support trends such as lakehouses, external tables, Amazon Athena, and more.

• Rearchitecting and recoding a percentage of mappings to improve performance due to record-

by-record ETL processing. Cloud data warehouse vendors and experts do not recommend 

traditional ETL patterns for a cloud data warehouse as they are not optimized for performance 

and efficiency.

• Frequent upgrades. Cloud data warehouse vendors are releasing updates frequently, and many 

are not backward compatible. PowerCenter adoption requires an upgrade cycle.
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Successful Migration of a Large Insurer

A large property and casualty insurer is modernizing to a cloud data warehouse on Azure to 

move from Netezza before the platform is at end of life. They have over 4,500 PowerCenter 

mappings in two repositories. Originally, this enterprise intended to repoint PowerCenter 

on an 18-month timeline. With the Migration Factory, they could automate 95% of the 

conversion and reduce the timeline by two-thirds to 6 months.

Greater Agility

The modern, cloud-native, microservices-based, and API-driven architecture of IICS enables 

modern and optimized cloud data management. Monthly releases enable faster adoption of 

new cloud data warehouse features. Development is faster and easier. IICS reduces net new 

development impact with automation and increases productivity with capabilities such as 

template development based on use case.

Better Performance

IICS has a purpose-built high-performance engine that is capable of unified mass ingestion, 

integrated ingestion, ETL, ELT, and data quality management, among other capabilities. Intelligent, 

AI-powered automation enables auto-scaling and auto-tuning. It is easy to use in a self-service 

manner by all members of your team. 

PowerCenter 
Upgrade

Manual Refactor / 
Redevelop for 

Mappings

Data Validation 
& Testing

Update Schedulers 
& Scripts

Sub-Optimal 
Dead End

Manual 
Recode / Remap

Repoint PowerCenter:

Manual Refactor for 
Feature Differences

Organize Mappings, 
Users & Access

Address Performance 
Requirements

Migration Factory 
Automatic 
Conversion

Data Validation 
& Testing

Mappings are optimized for your CDW
Setup for modernization
Technical debt is reset to zero

•
•
•

Mappings are pointing to your CDW
CDW flows are not optimized
Technical debt increased

•
•
•

Operationalization

Modernize to IICS:

Modernize to IICS, Repointing PowerCenter Is a Dead End

Modern 
Cloud Data 

Management

Figure 1. Even after going through multiple steps to repoint PowerCenter, you will still need to modernize data management 
to the cloud. It’s much faster and cost effective to modernize to IICS.
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Performance benefits include:

• 3TB data processed under two hours due to connectivity and transformation performance 

improvements

• 65% cheaper than a commercial Spark vendor due to auto-scaling, spot instances, etc.

• 5x more concurrent jobs/cluster/tenant due to auto-tuning, runtime recommendations, etc.

• 60% lower total cost of ownership due to multi-tenant compute clusters, etc.

• 12x to 20x faster for Amazon S3 with 50 to 100 GB of data

• 2x faster than ETL for Amazon Redshift

• 50x faster performance with cloud data warehouse pushdown optimization

Reduced Cost

The CDWM4PC solution removes significant cumulative cost by reducing PowerCenter upgrade 

costs, associated database repository costs, as well as the hardware platform that supports it, 

the amount of operational support required, and the amount of upgrade and change testing.

It also enables: 

• Lower infrastructure costs

• Lower administrative and operational costs

• Reduced compute spend due to serverless and higher performance-to-cost ratio

• Seasonal and reserve capacity savings

• Data transfer savings

• Consumption-based, flexible pricing

Based on a recent Informatica customer survey, on average, organizations could realize up 

to a 240% reduction in total cost of ownership over three years by modernizing their data 

management environment to IICS.

Reduced Risk

Modernizing with IICS rather than PowerCenter means you have less maintenance due to AI-

powered operational insights. You get auto-updates with zero downtime as well as built-in high 

availability, security, and trust certifications. Moreover, your investment is future proofed with 

multi-cloud support. 

Financial Incentives to Migrate

Significant financial incentives exist to use the Informatica solution, including:

• IICS subscription credit against existing PowerCenter maintenance 

• Professional services credit and related professional services

• Reduced maintenance while migrating

• Flexible package licensing that reduces costs through faster time-to-value 

• The ability to shift usage easily from one platform capability to another 
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Fast, Successful Migration Without Disruption
Now it’s up to you and your team. You need to put together a plan to migrate your enterprise 

data warehouse to the cloud. Pressure is on to do it quickly. And since your data warehouse is 

considered mission critical, there can be no disruption in service during the cutover to the new 

cloud data warehouse. That is why the Cloud Data Warehouse Modernization for PowerCenter 

Solution is the smart, low-risk choice.

Deloitte found that companies are fairly optimistic about their plans. More than six in 10 (62%) 

believe they will succeed in their data modernization plans. More than half (55%) say that moving 

their data to a cloud data warehouse was a key reason they’re moving to the cloud at all. 

Data warehouse modernization projects can represent significant investment. You need to find 

the fastest and most economical road to success. The sooner you can retire your on-premises 

enterprise data warehouse, the more you’ll save. Delays can cost you millions. The sooner you 

modernize to IICS, the more ROI and value you gain from your cloud investments.

Next Steps
To learn more about Informatica’s Cloud Data Warehouse Modernization for PowerCenter

Solution, download the solution brief.

 

https://www.informatica.com/content/dam/informatica-com/en/collateral/solution-brief/cdw-modernization-solution-for-powercenter_solution-brief-4116en.pdf



